A chirally invariant quark model of the nucleon is studied by the use of a Tomonaga type of approximation. Static nucleon properties are calculated as a function of the bag radius and compared against corresponding quantities obtained perturbatively, as indeed has been done invariably in existing chiral bag calculations. It is found that for some observables (such as the energy) the perturbation treatment becomes unacceptably inaccurate for 8 &0.9 fm. However, electromagnetic properties may be accurately calculated for much smaller bag radii, provided that a coupling constant (f0) is appropriately adjusted to give the correct asymptotic pion field strength.
INTRODUCTION
Chirally symmetric bag models, ' an 
The pion field operator is, then,
X I't (r")a"i +H. c. 
In the above, I, and T denote the total orbital angular momentum and isospin of n quasipions, s =t = 2 for the nucleon and s =t = -, for the b"p distinguishes between pionic states with the same n, L, and T, and the superscripts to the right indicate the total spin-isospin (J,r) of the baryon. N is the maximum number of quasipions, and an exact solution of Eq. (25) (27) In the above, [s] 
On inserting the expression for~X) and manipulating suitably, the above gives
The coefficients C are the amplitudes for states with the indicated numbers, and are the output of the matrix eigenvalue problem discussed above.
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
The interaction of photons with the chiral quark bag proceeds through coupling with the nucleon current jIv, mean-field approximation will be given below. 
where Ctv is to be chosen such that the total (pion + quark) charge is e for the proton and zero for the neutron. T=l, M= 
RESULTS
The model discussed in this paper has all its parameters defined when fp and the bag radius R are specified. However, fp must be related to the strength of the asymptotic pion field and, therefore, we consider the expectation value of the pion field at a distance r from the center of the bag, P"(r)= -(N /cP"(r) /N) k j& (kR) Fortunately, as will be discussed below, the energy is fairly insensitive in the range 0&A, (X;", where A, ;"minimizes the energy. Therefore, consider for the moment the case A, =O. From Eq. (14) it readily follows that the asymptotic strength of the pion field is given by the coupling constant 5(mpR coshmpR +sinhmpR)
The requirement that f~~~-0.081 then gives f (or fp) as a function of the bag radius R.
We turn now to a discussion of numerical results.
The self-energy, defined as X =m~-mpN, is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the bag radius R.
The parameter A, has been set to zero in Fig. 1 graph.
Although the total number of pions surrounding the nucleon fluctuates, the average number (n ) is well defined and provides an indication of the importance of pionic effects in the chiral bag. This number is illustrated in Fig. 4 
